
Speed to tingle your spine
Acoustics to soothe your ears
Reliability to put your mind at ease

Introducing the Barracuda ATA IV: the Fastest,
Quietest, and Toughest Desktop Drive in the World

Seagate announces the Barracuda ATA IV
With up to 80 Gbytes of capacity and ultrahigh performance, this drive is an ideal solution for high-
performance PCs and entry-level ATA servers. With acoustics that are virtually imperceptible to the
human ear, users won’t even know it’s there. To close the deal, this Barracuda ATA drive is highly reliable,
with a nonoperating shock specification of 350 Gs and Seagate’s exclusive 3D Defense System™. The
Barracuda ATA IV is also the only disc drive to use FDB motors exclusively on all products. Seagate is
clearly the leader with best-in-class 7,200-RPM solutions.

Just What the Doctor Ordered for Personal Storage
Barracuda ATA IV is clearly a leading-edge product that will help Seagate gain 7,200-RPM desktop share,
and it can’t arrive too soon, since the marketplace is currently transitioning from 5,400 to 7,200-RPM.
The Personal Storage Group’s (PSG’s) share of the 7,200-RPM market is small in this lucrative segment
of the personal storage business. An important company goal is to increase 7,200-RPM ATA drive
shipments to 30 percent of total PSG shipments by the end of the year. Barracuda ATA IV is the product
that will enable us to meet that goal, providing your customers with the best-in-class solution.

With PC growth slowing in many areas, increased market share can only result from displacing competi-
tors and converting customers from 5,400 RPM to 7,200 RPM. Other challenges include the fact that
Fujitsu and IBM may focus on making only 7,200-RPM drives; and Maxtor, WD and IBM are expected to
have higher-capacity drives than Seagate after they reach 40 Gbytes per disc later this year. 

At the same time, the new Maxtor affords Seagate many new opportunities. Customers previously buying
from Quantum and Maxtor are now looking for a second storage supplier to replace Quantum. In addition,
Seagate’s new 40-Gbyte-per-disc technology enables the company to compete very cost-effectively at the
60- and 80-Gbyte capacity-points. Today, competitors cannot meet these capacities on only 2 discs.
These higher-capacity opportunities will become increasingly important to Seagate’s bottom line, and it is
important that we capitalize on our 40-Gbyte-per-disc time-to-market advantage to establish momentum
in this market.

Push 7,200-RPM Desktop Speed
• Microsoft Office 2000 execution improves 

by 32 percent 

• New applications install as much as 
33 percent faster

• 7,200-RPM increases the performance 
of PCs by as much as 21 percent over
5,400-RPM drives

• Users get better performance and productivity
for less money with high-speed drives  
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Better Performance for Less with 7200 RPM



Move Those Capacities Up
80 Gbytes allows customers to store:

• 6 DVD-quality movies, 2 hours per movie (36 Gbytes)

• 800 one-minute video mails (20 Gbytes)

• Three computer-based training courses (15 Gbytes)

• 2 hours of video clips (6 Gbytes)

• 3 hours of MP3 music files (3 Gbytes)

80 Gbytes is a popular capacity-point for ATA RAID servers:

• RAID 1 servers require the highest-capacity drives available.

• RAID 0 striping typically uses four or eight drives (total capacity 320 Gbytes or 640 Gbytes).

• RAID 5 servers typically use three drives for a total capacity of 240 Gbytes.

• Storage Area Networks (SANs) and Network Attached Storage (NAS) devices are capacity-hungry
applications for ATA drives.

What are the Applications?
• High-performance PCs for consumers and professionals

• PC gaming systems

• Entry-level workstations

• RAID subsystems

• Economical ATA servers

• SANs 

• NAS 

Advanced Technology Features and Benefits  
Feature Benefit
Fluid Dynamic Bearing (FDB) Low acoustics for a quiet work environment
motor (standard on all drives)

SBT (“sound barrier technology”) Seagate-originated technology delivering drives among the industry’s quietest

3D Defense System Protects your customers’ data, reducing no-problem-found returns and
delivering peak customer satisfaction

Hard SeaShield cover Reduces returns caused by handling during assembly by shielding the
board against electrostatic discharge (ESD) and other handling damage.
Includes installation instructions and jumper settings.

SeaShell Tough clamshell packaging reduces returns by protecting the drive from up
to 1,000 Gs of shock, dissipating harmful ESD. Allows barcode scanning
without removing the drive, delivering advanced protection throughout the
integration process.

Comprehensive diagnostics Saves money by reducing no-problem-found returns and end-user support
calls. Web-based tools and the SeaTools Suite of diagnostic software offer
self-diagnosis of many common disc- and system-related issues.

DiscWizard Makes installation of Seagate drives fast and easy. Includes drivers and
utilities to overcome BIOS limitations, update the system, and move files.   



Barracuda ATA IV Product Availability
80-Gbyte July
60-Gbyte July
40-Gbyte August

Expected Competitive Products—40 Gbytes per disc, 7,200 RPM
WD Caviar Quantum Fireball Maxtor D-max Fujitsu Picobird IBM Deskstar
120 (3 discs) 80 Gbytes (2 discs) 120 Gbytes (3 discs) 80 Gbytes (2 discs) 120 Gbytes (3 discs)
August August September September unknown

Available Sales Materials
Item Publication Number
Data Sheet (PSG SalesRep 2000) 1538-002
Barracuda ATA IV Launch Presentation (PSG SalesRep 2000) —
Data Storage Article on FDB motors (PSG SalesRep 2000) —
Sound Barrier Technology White Paper (PSG SalesRep 2000) TP-388
Acoustics White Paper (PSG SalesRep 2000) TP-296D
Enhanced DST White Paper TP-302.1
Barracuda ATA IV Product Manual 100129212
Barracuda ATA IV Installation Guide 100129216

Barracuda ATA IV Specification Overview
Key Specifications Positioning

40 Gbytes per disc

Ultra ATA/100 interface

8.9-msec average seek

80-, 60-, 40- and 20-Gbyte capacity-points

2-Mbyte buffer

555 Mbit-per-second internal data rate

350 Gs nonoperating shock

2.0 bels acoustics at idle

Seagate’s fifth-generation 7,200-RPM drive. Targeted at 
high-performance desktop systems and entry-level ATA servers

“Best-in-Class” WinBench performance

Strong ability to withstand handling shock

Inaudible to the human ear


